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Abstract 

Background: Interoception refers to the process of identifying and listening to internal 

bodily signals, which may be a modifiable determinant of appetite regulation and weight 

gain. The objective was to examine whether the extent to which self-reported interoception is 

associated with eating behaviour traits and higher BMI. 

Methods: UK adults (N=1181, 49% female, 53% with overweight/obesity) completed 

validated self-report measures of interoception, habitual tendencies to eat in response to 

satiety signals (intuitive eating), emotional over-eating and other eating traits.  

Results: Poorer self-reported ability to detect interoceptive signals (deficits in interoceptive 

accuracy) was predictive of higher BMI (r = - .07 (95% CI -.13; -.01), p < .05). In parallel 

mediation analyses, participants with poorer interoceptive accuracy were significantly less 

likely to report considering satiety signals when eating and this explained the association 

between interoceptive accuracy and higher BMI. There was also some evidence that 

participants with poorer interoceptive accuracy were more likely to report emotional 

overeating and this also in part explained why interoceptive accuracy was predictive of 

higher BMI. 

Conclusions: Deficits in interoception may decrease the likelihood that satiety signals are 

integrated into eating behaviour related decision making and in doing so contribute to higher 

BMI.  

 

Keywords: Obesity; BMI; interoception; adult eating behaviour, intuitive eating 
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Introduction 

The obesity crisis has been the result of changes to the food environment promoting 

population level-wide imbalance between energy expenditure and intake (1). Obesity 

prevalence has increased in many developed countries, but a sizeable proportion of the 

population have remained a ‘normal’ body weight (2, 3). An early psychological theory of 

obesity was Schachter’s externality theory, which posited that obesity was characterised by a 

particularly strong tendency to eat in response to ‘external’ cues (4). Subsequent studies did 

not provide strong support for the externality theory, as people of normal weight and people 

with obesity were found to be similarly influenced by external factors when eating (5-7). 

Schachter also posited that people with obesity may be less sensitive to internal signals when 

eating, but this aspect of the externality theory received less empirical attention (6).  

Interoception is defined as ‘the process by which the nervous system senses, 

interprets, and integrates signals originating from within the body, providing a moment-by-

moment mapping of the body’s internal landscape across conscious and unconscious levels’    

(8, pg 501). As defined by Murphy et al. (9), two of the most widely studied facets of 

interoception are interoceptive accuracy (the ability to detect internal signals) and 

interoceptive attention (the tendency to attend to internal signals) (9). Individual differences 

in interoception have been shown to be associated with psychiatric disorders (8,10). 

Likewise, deficits in interoceptive accuracy have been identified in eating disorder patients 

(11, 12). 

Alongside other factors such as hedonic goals and emotion, bodily signals related to 

nutrient ingestion and metabolism are factored into decision-making processes that drive 

what and how much people eat (13). Therefore, deficits in interoception may result in bodily 

signals that promote satiety being less strongly weighted into eating behaviour related 

decision making (12). In individuals with a predisposition towards overeating, failure to 
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integrate satiety signals into eating behaviour related decision making may in turn promote 

weight gain in the current food environment. In line with this suggestion, there is some 

evidence that deficits in interoceptive accuracy are associated with overweight and obesity 

(14, 15), although other studies have failed to find this association (16-18). However, the 

mixed evidence to date may be attributable to methodological issues, such as failing to 

account for the multi-faceted nature of interoception (i.e. examining interoceptive accuracy 

but not also measuring and adjusting for attention) or  studies not accounting for confounding 

variables that are associated with both body weight and interoception, such as existing 

psychiatric conditions (10) or physical activity (19). 

The underlying behavioural processes that link deficits in interoception to heavier 

body weight remain unclear and in the present research we examine these processes. Deficits 

in interoception are known to be associated with disordered eating patterns, but the majority 

of research to date on eating behaviour has been in clinical eating disorder patients (11, 12), 

rather than the general population. If deficits in interoception do lead to ‘down-weighting’ of 

appetite signals in food-based decision-making, we theorize this process may lead to 

differences in trait eating behaviour that would eventually lead to weight gain. For example, 

interoceptive deficits could cause a person to not consciously try and eat in response to 

satiety signals (otherwise known as ‘intuitive eating’) as detecting signals may be more 

difficult. Likewise, deficits in interoception could increase the likelihood that a person feels 

chronically hungry (trait hunger) or result in a blunted satiety response when eating (satiety 

responsiveness), all of which are eating behaviour traits associated with overeating and 

weight gain (20-22). Likewise, because interoception may play an important role in emotion 

regulation (23), down-weighing of internal appetite signals may make it likely that eating 

behaviour is more easily driven by emotion (emotional eating) among individuals with a 

predisposition to eat in response to negative emotions (24, 25). In line with some of these 
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suggestions, Herbert et al. found that interoceptive ability was associated with greater 

intuitive eating among normal weight participants (26), and Young et al. found individual 

differences in interoception to be related to trait emotional eating and the tendency to eat in 

response to external rather than internal cues (16). However, there is a lack of research 

examining the behavioural pathways (i.e. eating behaviour traits) between interoceptive 

accuracy and heavier body weight, and a lack of evidence on how interceptive attention 

relates to heavier body weight.  

The aims of the present research were to examine the associations that both self-

reported interoceptive accuracy and attention have with BMI and eating behaviour traits 

commonly associated with weight gain. By doing so, we were also able to examine whether 

eating behaviour traits in part explain why individual differences in interoception predict 

higher BMI. We predicted that deficits in interoception may result in a chronic state of 

elevated hunger (trait hunger), reduced feelings of satiety when eating (low satiety 

responsiveness) and/or a person being less likely to report eating based on internal appetite 

signals (intuitive eating). Because deficits in interoception are also associated with emotional 

regulation problems, we predicted that deficits in interoception may also be associated with 

an increased tendency to eat in response to negative emotions (emotional overeating). In turn, 

we predicted that these eating habits may explain the association between deficits in 

interoception and higher BMI. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Data Source 

The measures analysed in the present research were collected at the end of an online study 

that examined the effect of energy labelling on virtual portion size selection (27). A group of 

UK adults were recruited from the online panel provider Prolific Academic and recruitment 
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was stratified by participant gender and highest education level to be broadly representative 

of the UK adult population. In the main study, participants provided demographic 

information, before making hypothetical food portion size selections in the presence vs. 

absence of energy labelling and completing measures of food choice motives and executive 

function. At the end of the study, participants completed additional measures in a randomized 

order for the purpose of the present research (see below). For detailed information about the 

larger online study and all measures included, see (27). 

 

Study Measures 

Self-reported Interoceptive Accuracy. Participants completed the Interoceptive Accuracy 

Scale (IAS) (9). The IAS is a 21-item validated questionnaire that measures beliefs regarding 

ability to perceive accurately interoceptive signals. Participants responded to items (e.g. ‘I 

can always accurately perceive when my heart is beating fast’, ‘I can always accurately 

perceive when I am breathing fast’) using a 5-point Likert scale (Strongly Agree to Disagree 

Strongly), with higher scores indicating greater interoceptive accuracy. The scale has been 

validated and is predictive of objectively (i.e. performance on a laboratory heartbeat 

perception task) measured interoceptive accuracy (9). Present study α = .87. 

 

Interoceptive Attention. Participants completed the Body Awareness subscale of the Body 

Perception Questionnaire-Short Form (α = .97). Participants rated attention paid towards 26 

bodily functions, ‘During most situations, I am aware of…’ (e.g. ‘How hard my heart is 

beating’, ‘How fast I am breathing’) using a 5-point response format (Never to Always). 

Higher scores indicate greater interoceptive attention and the measure has been validated 

against other measures of interoceptive attention (28).  
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Intuitive Eating. Participants completed the Intuitive Eating Scale-2 (IES-2) (29). The IES-2 

is a validated 23-item questionnaire and participants completed items (e.g. ‘I trust my body to 

tell me how much to eat’) using a 5-point Likert scale response format (Strongly Agree to 

Disagree Strongly), with higher scores indicating greater intuitive eating tendencies (α = .56). 

In addition to the scale total, for the purposes of unplanned sensitivity analysis we also made 

use of the Reliance on Hunger and Satiety Cues subscale (α = .85), which consists of 6 items 

from the full scale (e.g. ‘I rely on my fullness signals to tell me when to stop eating’).  

 

Adult Eating Behaviour Questionnaire (AEBQ). Participants completed the Emotional 

Overeating (5 items, e.g. ‘I eat more when I’m worried’, α = .92.), Satiety Responsiveness (4 

items, e.g. ‘I often leave food on my plate at the end of a meal’, α = .81) and Hunger (5 items, 

e.g. ‘I often feel hungry’, α = .75) subscales of the AEBQ (20). The AEBQ has been 

validated against other self-report eating behaviour trait measures (20) and participants 

responded using a 5-point Likert scale response format (Strongly Agree to Disagree 

Strongly), whereby higher scores indicate greater endorsement.  

 

Depression, Anxiety and Stress. The DASS21 (30) is a widely used and validated measure of 

depression (α = .92), anxiety (α = .79) and stress (α = .86). Participants read statements (e.g. 

‘I felt that life was meaningless’) and responded on a 4-point response scale for how much 

each statement applied to them over the last year (Did not apply to me at all to Applied to me 

very much or most of the time). 

 

Psychiatric and chronic health conditions. Participants were asked: ‘Have you ever been 

diagnosed with a psychiatric condition (e.g. Depression, Schizophrenia)? (Yes or No)’, and:  
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‘Do you have any chronic medical conditions that affect your health (e.g. Diabetes, Heart 

Disease)? (Yes or No)’. 

 

Other Measures Collected During Main Study 

We also used some of the measures collected as part of the main study. Participants reported 

their age (in years), gender, ethnicity, highest education level achieved, whether they were 

currently dieting (yes or no), weight and height (to calculate self-reported BMI as 

weight/height2). Participants also completed a 0-100 visual analogue scale measuring current 

hunger (‘How hungry do you feel?’, anchors: not at all hungry and extremely hungry) and the 

International Physical Activity Questionnaire Short Version (IPAQ-SF). The IPAQ-SF (31) 

asks participants to record the number of times per week and typical duration of activities 

varying in level of intensity (e.g. vigorous-intensity activities, moderate-intensity activities, 

walking, sitting). Participants reported on a usual week. We calculated the total number of 

metabolic equivalent task (MET) minutes per week. When time spent walking, doing 

moderate-intensity or vigorous-intensity activities was below 10 minutes it was recoded to be 

equal to 0 and when it was above 180 minutes to be equal to 180 (32). Because data 

collection took place during COVID-19 social lockdown in the UK (April-May, 2020), as 

part of the main study participants completed two measures about whether they suspected 

they currently or previously had COVID-19 (yes or no) and how worried they were about 

COVID-19 (Not at all worried to very worried). Participants also completed 3 attention 

checks (e.g. ‘How many times have you visited the planet Mars?’). 

 

Main Planned Analyses  

Our pre-registered analysis plan and study data are available at https://osf.io/cszgd/ . We 

planned to exclude participants who did not have complete data for all measures described 
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above, failed one or more attention checks, completed the study more than once or reported 

implausible weight, height or BMI data; weight <30 kg or >250 kg, height <145 cm or >3m, 

BMI < 14 or BMI > 48, as in (33). Because very low body weight and psychiatric conditions 

have both been associated with deficits in interoception (34, 35), we planned to exclude 

participants with a BMI < 18.5 (underweight BMI category) or who reported a psychiatric 

condition. We first planned to conduct zero-order correlations (Pearson’s r) between 

interoception, eating behaviour trait and BMI variables. Next, we examined whether 

interoceptive accuracy and interoceptive attention predicted BMI and eating behaviour traits 

when accounting for other variables. We used linear regression and the first step of each 

model included the two interoception measures alongside the following participant 

characteristics: age, ethnicity, gender, education level, presence of a health condition, dieting 

status, physical activity level, current hunger. In a second step, we included potential 

confounding psychological factors: depression, stress and anxiety, to examine whether adding 

these variables altered results, as there is evidence that both interoception and higher BMI are 

associated with mental health (8, 10). When predicting eating behaviour traits, we also 

included BMI in the first model step. We also planned to conduct mediation analyses. If 

either interoception measure was associated with BMI, we identified eating behaviour traits 

significantly associated with the interoception measure and BMI and tested the indirect effect 

of the interoception measure on BMI via these eating behaviour trait(s). We planned to 

include any variables significantly associated with BMI or the measures of interoception and 

eating behaviour as covariates in the indirect effect analysis so that we could be confident of 

the independent effect that potential mediators had on the relationship between interoception 

and BMI. Indirect effects analyses were conducted using the PROCESS Macro for SPSS25 

(MODEL 4). Significance was set at p < .05.  
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Sample Size Requirement 

To detect statistically small zero order correlations (r=0.1) between variables of interest we 

estimated we required a minimum sample size of 891 participants (GPOWER 3.1.3, 85% 

power, p < .05). This approximate sample size also provides reasonable power for the 

planned indirect effect analyses (34). 

 

Results 

Of the 1657 participants who passed all attention checks and had complete data for all 

variables, 34 were excluded on the basis of implausible weight, height or BMI values. A 

further 50 participants had BMIs in the underweight range (BMI < 18.5) and were excluded. 

A further 392 (24.9%) reported a previous psychiatric disorder diagnosis and were excluded 

from primary analyses. The final analytic sample was n=1181. Mean age was 37 years, 49% 

were female and the majority of participants were white (89%). Mean BMI was within the 

overweight BMI range (26.3) and 53% of participants were classed as having overweight or 

obesity. Full sample characteristics are reported in Table 1. 

 
 
 
Table 1. Sample characteristics, N = 1181 
 

 Mean (SD) or N (%) 

Age (Years) 37.2 (12.6) 

Gender (Female) 576 (49%) 

Ethnicity (White) 1052 (89%) 

Education level (Lower than degree level) 643 (54%) 

Chronic health condition (Yes) 86 (7%) 

Currently dieting (Yes) 146 (12%) 

BMI (Weight/height2) 26. 3 (4.9) 

BMI categories 549 (47%) = NW, 395 (33%) = OW, 237 (20%) = OB 

IPAQ MET mins per week 2435 (2094) 
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Current hunger (100-point scale) 38.1 (26.2) 

Intuitive eating trait score 3.4 (0.5) 

Emotional overeating trait score 13.3 (5.0) 

Satiety responsiveness trait score 9.5 (3.4) 

Hunger trait score 15.2 (3.9) 

Interoceptive accuracy  80.9 (9.5) 

Interoceptive attention  58.7 (22.8) 

IPAQ MET = International physical activity questionnaire metabolic equivalent minutes.  

High scores indicate greater current hunger (0-100 point scale), intuitive eating score (1-5 score), Emotional 

overeating (5-25 score), Satiety responsiveness (4-20 score), Hunger (5-25 score), Interoceptive accuracy (21-

105 score) and Interoceptive Attention (26-130 score).  

 
 

Zero-order correlations between interoception measures, eating behaviour traits and BMI 

Interoceptive accuracy and interoceptive attention were significantly positively associated (r 

= .10). Interoceptive accuracy was significantly positively associated with intuitive eating (r 

= .23) and negatively associated with emotional overeating (r = -.10), but not significantly 

associated with satiety responsiveness or trait hunger. Interoceptive accuracy was also 

significantly negatively associated with BMI (r = -.07). Interoceptive attention was 

significantly positively associated with emotional overeating (r = .21), trait hunger (r = .19) 

and satiety responsiveness (r = .14), but not significantly associated with intuitive eating or 

BMI. Of the eating behaviour traits, intuitive eating (r = -.31), trait satiety responsiveness (r = 

- .11) and emotional overeating (r = .22) were significantly associated with BMI, whilst trait 

hunger was not. See Table 2.  
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Table 2. Zero-order correlations (and 95% CIs) between BMI, interoception, trait eating behaviour measures 
 

 BMI  I-Accuracy I-Attention  Intuitive Eating  S-Response EM-Overeating Hunger 

BMI - r = -.07                     

(-.13; -.01)                

p = .015 

r = -.04                 

(-.09; .02)              

p = .201 

r = - .31                    

(-.36; -.26)               

p < .001 

r = - .10 

(-.16; -.05)                

p < .001 

r = .22  

(.17; .28)                    

p < .001 

r = - .03                        

(-.08; .03)                     

p = .364 

I-Accuracy - - r = .10                       

(.04; .16)                   

p < .001 

r = .23 

(.18; .29) 

p < .001 

r = .01  

(-.04; .07)  

p = .631 

r = -.10  

(-.16; -.05)  

p < .001 

r = .04  

(-.02; .10) 

 p = .155 

I-Attention - - - r = -.04  

(-.10; .02)                 

p = .158 

r = .14  

(.08; .20)  

p < .001 

r = .12 

(.07; .18)  

p < .001 

r = .19  

(.14; .25)  

p < .001 

Intuitive Eating - - - - r = .12  

(.06; .17)  

p < .001 

r = -.65  

(-.68; -.62)  

p < .001 

r = -.19  

(-.24; -.13)  

p < .001 

S-Response - - - - - r = -.01  

(-.07; .05) 

 p = .701 

r = -.01  

(-.07; .05)  

p = .731 

EM-Overeating - - - - - - r = .38,  

(.33; .43)  

p < .001 
I-Accuracy = Interoceptive accuracy, I-Attention = interoceptive attention, S-Response = satiety responsiveness, EM-O = emotional overeating, Hunger = trait hunger, 
brackets indicate 95% CIs
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Predicting eating BMI and eating behaviour traits from interoception measures 

Intuitive eating. In both the first and second model steps, interoceptive accuracy (p < .001) 

was a significant positive predictor of intuitive eating, but interoceptive attention was not 

(step 1: p = .068, step 2: p = .753). See Table S1. 

Emotional overeating. In both the first and second model steps, interoceptive accuracy was a 

significant negative predictor of emotional overeating (ps < .03). Interoceptive attention was 

a significant positive predictor in step one (p < .001), but in step 2 the size of this association 

became smaller and was no longer significant (p = .117). See Table S2. 

Satiety responsiveness. Interoceptive accuracy was not a significant predictor of satiety 

responsiveness in either step (ps > .64) and in both the first and second steps interoceptive 

attention was a significant positive predictor of satiety responsiveness (ps < .004). Table S3. 

Trait hunger. Interoceptive accuracy was not a significant predictor of trait hunger in either 

step (ps > .09) and in both the first and second steps interoceptive attention was a significant 

positive predictor of trait hunger (ps < .005). See Table S4. 

BMI. Interoceptive accuracy was a significant negative predictor of BMI in the first step of 

the model (p = .021). In the second step of the model a similar sized association was 

observed, but it was no longer significant (p = .057). Interoceptive attention was not a 

significant predictor of BMI in either step of the model (ps > 61). See Table S5. 

 

Interoceptive accuracy and BMI: indirect effects analysis 

Lower interoceptive accuracy was associated with higher BMI and we examined whether this 

relationship was explained by trait eating behaviour measures. Interoceptive accuracy was 

associated with both intuitive eating and emotional overeating and these traits were in turn 

associated with BMI, so we included these variables as potential mediators in a parallel 

mediation analysis. Satiety responsiveness was predictive of higher BMI, so was also 
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included as a covariate in the model. We also examined whether results remained the same 

when depression, anxiety and stress were included as additional covariates (unplanned 

exploratory analysis). In a parallel mediation model the direct effect of interoceptive accuracy 

on BMI was no longer statistically significant (B = -.001, SE = .015 [95% CI -.030 to .028]; p 

= .950). There was a significant indirect effect of intuitive eating (B = -.033, SE = .006 [95% 

CI -.045 to -.021]), but not emotional overeating (B = -.002, SE = .002 [95% CI -.008 to 

.002]). The total model was significant (B= -.036, SE = .015 [95% -.065 to -.006]; p = .017) 

and explained approximately 1.6% variance in BMI (R2 = .016, (F(2, 1178) = 9.70, p < .001). 

See Figure 1. Inclusion of DASS Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scales as additional 

covariates did not significantly alter the path coefficients.  

 

Figure 1. Parallel mediation model of the effects of interoceptive accuracy on BMI, 

through the indirect effects of intuitive eating and emotional overeating. **p<.01 

 

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE – SEE END OF DOCUMENT FOR FIGURE 

 

Additional analyses 

Using the same approach as in the main analyses, we also examined whether the 

interoception measures predicted obesity status using logistic regression (BMI <30 vs. BMI 

≥30). Neither of the interoception measures was a significant predictor and results were 

consistent in both steps of the model (ps ≥ .29). In our main analyses a-priori we excluded 

participants with a psychiatric disorder diagnosis (n = 392), results remained the same in an 

unplanned exploratory analyses with these participants included (see online supplementary 

materials). Because internal consistency for the Intuitive Eating Scale (total score) was 

relatively low, in unplanned exploratory analyses we examined whether replacing it with the 
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shorter subscale measure of intuitive eating with acceptable internal consistency; ‘Reliance 

on Hunger and Satiety Cues ‘subscale (α = .85), affected the results of any analyses that 

included measures of interoception and Intuitive Eating. Zero-order correlation results 

remained the same, as did prediction of intuitive eating using regression analysis results. 

However, when the Intuitive Eating Scale total was replaced with the Reliance on Hunger 

and Satiety Cues subscale in parallel mediation analysis, Emotional Overeating became a 

significant mediator (in addition to Reliance on Hunger and Satiety being a significant 

mediator). See Figure 2 and online supplementary materials. Consistent with other research 

[35], we reason this may be because Emotional Overeating was strongly correlated with the 

Intuitive Eating Scale total (r = -.65), but only moderately so with Reliance on Hunger and 

Satiety (r = -.35). See online supplementary materials for full results. Finally, we conducted 

unplanned exploratory analyses accounting for COVID-19 suspected diagnosis and concerns 

and results remained the same. See online supplementary materials. 

 

Figure 2. Parallel mediation model of the effects of interoceptive accuracy on BMI, 
through the indirect effects of reliance on hunger and satiety cues and emotional 
overeating. **p<.01 

 

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE - SEE END OF DOCUMENT FOR FIGURE 

 

Discussion 

We examined the associations between facets of interoception, eating behaviour traits and 

BMI. Poorer self-reported interoceptive accuracy was significantly associated with higher 

BMI. Poorer self-reported interoceptive accuracy was also associated with participants being 

less likely to report eating in response to internal satiety signals (‘intuitive eating’) and being 

more likely to report emotional overeating, and there was evidence that these behavioural 
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tendencies explained the association between poorer interoceptive accuracy and higher BMI. 

Self-reported interoceptive attention was not significantly associated with BMI, but was 

associated with participants reporting higher levels of emotional overeating, trait hunger and 

trait satiety responsiveness.  

The finding that poorer self-reported interoceptive accuracy was associated with a 

reduced likelihood of reporting intuitive eating practices is in line with the theoretical 

suggestion that deficits in interoception may result in bodily signals related to nutrient 

ingestion and metabolism being less strongly factored into decision-making processes 

relating to food and eating behaviour (12). In the current ‘obesogenic’ food environment that 

is characterised by widely available energy dense food, ‘down weighting’ of internal satiety 

signals in food-related decision making would likely lead to weight gain. Recent 

experimental work is also in line with this interpretation, as deficits in interoception have 

been shown to be associated with a reduced appetitive sensitivity to the energy content of 

food (36), suggesting that appetite signals are detected and/or perceived differently among 

individuals with reduced interoceptive ability. Our finding linking lower interoceptive 

accuracy to higher BMI is consistent with some previous research that has measured 

interoceptive accuracy using objective laboratory tasks (13, 14) and self-report questionnaires 

(37). Poorer interoceptive accuracy but not attention being associated with higher BMI may 

indicate that attending to internal signals alone is not protective against heavier body weight, 

unless one is able to accurately perceive those internal signals.  

The associations that interoceptive attention had with eating behaviour traits were 

mixed. Higher interoceptive attention was associated with participants reporting frequently 

experiencing hunger, but also with frequently reporting feeling easily full up when eating 

(satiety responsiveness). Attention was also associated with greater emotional overeating, but 

this relationship appeared to be explained by current depression, anxiety and stress levels. In 
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line with this observation, elevated interoceptive attention has been shown to be associated 

with heightened anxiety levels (38). The mixed relationships that interoceptive attention had 

with appetitive behaviours may in part reflect that a tendency to focus on internal body 

signals causes hypervigilance towards any type of appetitive signal or misattribution of 

appetite signals (i.e. more frequently perceiving both hunger and fullness). However, this 

explanation is speculative and further research explaining these associations will be required.  

If further research confirms that interoceptive processes contributes to heavier body 

weight then approaches to train or improve interoceptive abilities may warrant investigation 

as potential adjunct treatments to support weight management. For example, biofeedback 

based training paradigms have been developed to improve interoceptive accuracy (39) and 

have been tested in clinical settings to reduce symptoms of psychological distress (40). It 

would therefore be informative to examine whether training interoception impacts on eating 

traits and appetite regulation, because eating traits are only in part determined by genetics and 

therefore likely to be modifiable (41). 

Strengths of the present research are pre-registration and the recruitment of a large 

socio-economically diverse sample, allowing us to examine how and why different facets of 

interoception relate to higher BMI when accounting for a range of potentially confounding 

variables (e.g. education level, exercise habits, psychological and physical health). 

Limitations include reliance on self-reported measures of interoception, eating behaviour 

traits and body weight. Although the self-report measure of interoceptive accuracy is 

validated against objective laboratory measurement of interoceptive accuracy (9), self-

reported measures of interoception will be prone to bias and therefore our measure of 

interoceptive accuracy should be thought of as a measure of ‘perceived’ interoception, as 

opposed to an objective marker. It is also important to note that interoception and BMI 

associations were relatively small in size and the amount of variance explained in statistical 
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models tended to be low. The study design was cross-sectional and reverse causality could 

theoretically explain some of the associations observed. For example, although deficits in 

interoception may cause higher BMI, higher BMI could also theoretically make interoception 

more difficult. Likewise, causality cannot be inferred from the cross-sectional mediation 

analyses we conducted and as suggested by Herbert et al. (26), it is plausible that 

interoceptive abilities may be shaped by how frequently a person eats in response to body 

signals. To understand any contribution that interoceptive processes may have on body 

weight and the underlying behavioural processes, future work would benefit from objectively 

and prospectively measuring interoception, appetitive behaviours and changes in body 

weight. A further consideration is that there are other less well studied facets of interoception 

that related to meta-cognitive awareness (42) and we were unable to measure in the present 

study. For example, whether or not a person’s beliefs and interpretations of internal signals 

align with signals (i.e. correctly identifying hunger and labelling it as much) may facilitate 

eating in line with hunger and satiety needs. Similarly, in the present research the measures of 

interoception included were not domain specific (i.e. the questions asked about perceived 

interoception across different bodily signals). Because interoceptive ability may differ across 

sensory modalities (43), it may be the case that objective measures of interoception that 

directly characterise sensing and integration of signals relating to the metabolism of food 

(e.g. gastric distension) would be more strongly associated with eating traits and BMI.  

 

Conclusions 

Deficits in interoception may decrease the likelihood that satiety signals are integrated into 

eating behaviour related decision making and in doing so contribute to higher BMI. 
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Figure 1. Parallel mediation model of the effects of interoceptive accuracy on BMI, through the indirect effects of intuitive eating and 
emotional overeating. **p<.01 
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Figure 2. Parallel mediation model of the effects of interoceptive accuracy on BMI, through the indirect effects of reliance on hunger 
and satiety cues and emotional overeating. **p<.01 
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